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 High Energy Gamma-Ray Detectors



The HAWC Detector
l  Site: Sierra Negra, Mexico, 19°N, 4,100 m 

altitude. 

l  Instantaneous FOV 2sr. Daily 8sr (66% of the 
sky). 

l  Duty cycle >90%. 

l  300 WCDs covering 22,000m2 area. 

l  Inaugurated March 2015. 

LMT 



HAWC Water Cherenkov Detectors
l  The WCDs are filled with 200,000 l of purified water. The particles from the shower 

induce Cherenkov light in water, detected by the 4 PMTs. 

Steel frame 
construction 

Water trucks 
filling the tanks 

Large plastic 
bag container 

8-inch  
10-inch  
PMTs 



Detection Technique

•  The particle detectors are tanks 
full of water. Particles from the 
shower pass through the water 
and induce Cherenkov light 
detected by PMTs. 

•  High altitude means closer to the 
shower maximum. 

HAWC Data 

HAWC (4100m) Sea level 



Gamma-Hadron Separation

•  Main background is hadronic CR, e.g. 400 γ/day from the Crab vs 15k CR/s. 

•  Gamma/hadron can be discriminated based on the event footprint on the detector: 
gamma-ray showers are more compact, cosmic rays showers tend to "break apart”. 

HAWC Data  
 Likely Gamma Ray  

HAWC Data  
Hadron Shower Gamma Hadron 

Simulation 
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2nd HAWC Catalog 
Abeysekara et al, ApJ, 2017 

40 sources of which ¼ are new  



The Galactic Plane seen by HAWC 

New source: Pulsar ~8kpc away 
Supernova remnant 
with very energetic 
pulsar 

Candidate source: 
Association unclear 

•  Preliminary catalog was shared  
with MoU partners. 

•  Various sources coincident with 
TeVCat. 

•  Several w/o counterpart. 



New Source Confirmed

•  No previously known TeV 
source. 

•  New analysis by VERITAS, 
archival plus new data, source 
confirmed. 

•  Tentative association  

•  3FGL J1951.6+2926 

•  PWN DA 495 seen in X-
rays 



HAWC source distribution
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Galactic Plane Source Distribution
arXiv:1702.02992
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Galactic Plane Source Distribution

Good candidates for follow-up by pointing instruments.

arXiv:1702.02992

Good candidates for observations with  
high resolution and high sensitive IACTs (MOUs) 



HAWC sky above 50 TeV

MGRO 2019+371 

MGRO 1908+06 HESS J1825+137 
HESS J1826-130 



Geminga Region 

l  Confirmation (~12σ pre-trial) of Geminga (PSR J0633+1746) by HAWC. 

l  Evidence (~7σ pre-trial) of a new extended source near PSR B0656+14.  

l  Both pulsars, similar in age and distance, were suggested as contributors of the positron 
fraction. 

l  A very interesting region to be explored with the CTA small size telescopes. 

Positron	Frac,on	

   Aharonian+1995, Yuksel+2009 

Paper submitted to Science! 

2°-disk smoothed map PSF smoothed map 



 
 

§ Fermi-LAT	detection	of	hard	and	
extended	GeV	gamma-ray	emission	
in	Cygnus

§ “Cocoon”	of	freshly	accelerated		
cosmic	rays	

§ Extent	~ 50	pc	between	OB2		and	
SNR	Gamma	Cygni

§ Origin	possibly	attributed	to	
Gamma	Cygni or/and	OB2

2

Cygnus	Cocoon	

Ackermann,	M.,	et	al.	2011,	Science,	334,	1103

The Cygnus Cocoon Region 
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TeV	Sources	in	the	Cocoon	Region

Fermi	Cocoon	contours	from	Ackermann,	M.,	et	
al.	2011,	Science,	334,	1103

TeV	J2032+4130	powered	by	the	pulsar	PSR	J2032+4157		
[Abdo,	A.	A.,	et	al.	2012,	ApJ,	753,	159]	

 

 
Fermi detected hard and extended 
emission from Cygnus X, between 
OB2 and Gamma Cygni SNR 
 
Cocoon of freshly accelerated CRs 



Fermi bubbles
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Large-scale structures
e.g.  Fermi Bubbles

• Large scale, non-uniform structures extending 
above and below the Galactic center.
• Edges line up with X-ray features.
• Correlate with microwave excess (WMAP haze)
• Both hadronic and leptonic model fit Fermi LAT 

data.  Leptonic model can explain both gamma 
ray and microwave excess.

NASA / DOE / Fermi LAT / D. Finkbeiner & others
Credits: NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
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Large-scale structures
e.g.  Fermi Bubbles

• Large scale, non-uniform structures extending 
above and below the Galactic center.
• Edges line up with X-ray features.
• Correlate with microwave excess (WMAP haze)
• Both hadronic and leptonic model fit Fermi LAT 

data.  Leptonic model can explain both gamma 
ray and microwave excess.

NASA / DOE / Fermi LAT / D. Finkbeiner & others
Credits: NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center

Large scale, non-uniform structures extending 
above and below the Galactic center. 
 
Edges line up with X-ray features. 
 
Correlate with microwave excess (WMAP 
haze) 
 
Both hadronic and leptonic model fit Fermi 
LAT data. 
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Fig. 21. The location and geometry of the Fermi Bubbles shown schematically
together with the WPAP haze and the X-ray emission structure detected by ROSAT
(from ref. [83]). The gamma-ray structures could be initiated by cosmic rays related
to the PeVatron in GC.

important, but, strictly speaking, their information is rather circumstantial
as long as it concerns the exploration of the nature of the PeVatron.

The neutral and stable products of interactions of relativistic protons -
gamma rays and neutrinos - generated through the production and decays
of ⇡

0

, ⇡

+ and ⇡

� mesons, receive approximately 10% of the energy of pri-
mary protons. Therefore, the multi-TeV secondary neutrals carry the most
straightforward and model-independent information about the primary PeV
protons. This concerns, first of all, � 10 TeV �-rays because of the adequate
performance of IACT arrays for deep spectroscopic and morphological studies.

Although at such high energies the non-leptonic nature of �-rays hardly
could be debated, the most straightforward inspection of the hadronic origin
of diffuse emission of CMZ would be the detection of multi-TeV neutrinos
spatially correlated with �-rays. The predictions regarding the detectability
of high energy neutrinos by the current or planned telescopes are robust (i.e.
less sensitive to the spectral shape) when normalized at the neutrino flux at
energy of ⇡ 20 TeV. Namely, neutrinos can be detected by a km3 volume
detector if the differential flux of accompanying �-rays at 20 TeV exceeds
10

�12 TeV cm�2 s�1 [90]. Since the �-ray fluxes in Fig.18 are quite close to
this value, a km3-scale detector located in the Northern Hemisphere should
be able to detect, after several years of exposure, a positive signal from GC.



Fermi Bubbles

Abeysekara et al, ApJ, 2017 
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First HAWC Alert 

April 5, 2016 April 8, 2016 April 7, 2016 April 6, 2016 

•  HAWC is already providing prompt notification of flaring activity. 
•  First Astronomer's Telegram sent on April reporting a Mkr 501 flare (~2 Crab units for 2 

days). 
•  Monitoring all gamma-ray sources visible to HAWC every day. 

Paper on online 
flare monitoring 
in preparation! 



HAWC Multi-Messenger:  
IceCube Neutrinos 

IceCube Event follow-up 
•  Highest energy (2.6 PeV) pointed astrophysical track-like 

event. 
•  June 11, 2014, 4:54 UTC. (RA,Dec) = (110.3, 11.5) 
•  HAWC-111 live (pass1). Several hours out of HAWC’s FOV. 
•  Searches: 

•  Integrated dataset (Steady, Aug 2013-May 2015) 
•  Next Day / Prior Day 
•  ±2 and ±5 days around the event. 
•  All searches consistent with cosmic-ray background. 

IceCube ATel: #7856 
HAWC Follow-up ATel: #7868 

The steady neutrino flux, assuming it is evenly  
divided among Ns sources (IceCube, PRL 2014),  
should be detectable in HAWC in a year if photons  
are not attenuated. 
We can set constraining limits on every IceCube  
event in the HAWC FOV. 

Time integrated map 



HAWC Multi-Messenger: �
LIGO Gravitational Waves

l  GW151226, 2015-12-26 03:38:53 UTC, • z=0.09 +0.03 -0.04 
• 14.2M⦿ + 7.5M⦿ ➡20.8M⦿  

l  Analysis under MoU with LIGO. HAWC field of view covered a large part of the localization contour 
at time of coincidence. Real-time all-sky GRB search:  4 sliding windows (0.1, 1, 10, 100 seconds)  

l  No significant detection.  
GCN circular: http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/19156.gcn3 

c. michelle hui HAWC results and future development
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LIGO Follow-up

HAWC FOV

Best candidate 
p=0.08 post-trial

Real-time all-sky GRB search:
• 4 sliding windows (0.1, 1, 10, 100 seconds) 
• ±10s of LIGO trigger
• 15deg within LIGO contours

Best candidate 9.98s after LIGO trigger
• post-trial p-value 0.08, consistent with background

GCN 19156

GW151226:
• 2015 Dec 26 03:38:53.6 UTC
• z=0.09 +0.03 -0.04
• 14.2M⦿ + 7.5M⦿ ➡20.8M⦿



HAWC&ParticleAstrophysics

Complements TeV IACTs 

Identifies new and flaring sources for follow up 
observation of morphology and sub TeV spectra 

Extends TeV spectra to higher energies 
Complements GeV All Sky Survey 

Monitors 1000s of Fermi GeV sources at higher 
energies 

Complements TeV neutrino observations 

Identifies new and flaring TeV sources to improve 
the sensitivity and interpretation of blind searches 

Complements Advanced LIGO 

Simultaneous observations of nearby, short GRBs 
from ns-ns inspiral 

 

IceCube 

VERITAS 

Fermi 

Adv LIGO 



Future Developments
Near future: 
l  HAWC is adding more detectors to enhance the 

sensitivity above 10 TeV. 

l  Outriggers will help to accurately determine core 
position for showers off the main tank array. 

l  Increase effective area above 10 TeV by 3-4x 

l  Plans for ~300 tanks of 2500 liter tanks  
(1/80 HAWC tank). 

l  Funded by LANL, Mexico, MPIK. Tank 
deployment and firsts tests ongoing. 

 

Future: 

l  Working together with other scientists on a future 
wide field-of-view TeV observatory for the 
Southern Hemisphere that will complement CTA 
in the south. 

l  Expected improvements: higher altitude, larger 
area, better hadronic rejection, better shower 
sensitivity.  



Gamma-Like Event of ~60TeV



HAWC is getting better with 
“Outrigger” extension project

We can increase the sensitivity to the highest energy events by 
determining the core position for showers that fall off the array. 

The 350 small WCD outrigger detectors cover an area 4x HAWC and will 
increase by 3-4x the sensitivity at 50 TeV.  

Layout 

Simulated event 

Funded and  

in progress  



Large Water Cherenkov Survey 
instrument in CTA Era

Complementary to CTA 
•  Transient phenomena 

•  Very extended emission regions 

•  Strong flaring sources 

•  Continuous and unbiased monitoring 

Potential sites in Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile 
Investigating sites at ~4,800 m and ~5,600 m 
 
 
 
 



Same detector at a higher 
altitude has increased 
sensitivity especially at 
lower energies 

 
Factor of 4 increase in 

sensitivity between 
ALMA and HAWC 
altitude 

 

 

 

Beyond HAWC: Even Lower Energy

Sensitivity for one year of 
observation of an array of 900 
tanks with 900 PMTs at 
different altitudes 



High altitude -> low threshold



Discovering rare transient events requires full sky coverage 

GRB finder for Advanced LIGO, which will detect all neutron 
binary coalescence with z<0.5 

AGN flares & GRBs as distant probes of high energy physics 
(e.g. Lorentz invariance and axions) 

Galactic Center 

TeV Source finder for CTA south 

Beyond HAWC: Southern Site

Alto Chorrillo 
Argentina 
4800m  



Backup slides



Bin Energy (current vs EE) 



Crab Nebula spectrum (EE)



Crab gamma-ray candidate

l  Event reconstructed within 0.4° of the Crab Nebula. 



F. Salesa Greus - IFJ-PAN 35 

γ/h separation



4-Apr-2017 F. Salesa Greus - IFJ-PAN 36 

Cut Efficiency 



4-Apr-2017 F. Salesa Greus - IFJ-PAN 37 

Crab Excess 



Angular Resolution 



sensitivity 
 Yes, I know. The sensitivity of [your detector here] is not plotted right! 



HAWC Sensitivity 
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HAWC Sensitivity arXiv:1701.01778Observation of the Crab Nebula with HAWC 23

Figure 15: The effective area for HAWC for events within 13◦ from overhead. To show the progression of analysis
cuts, we show curves without any photon/hadron discrimination, insisting that events only reconstruct within 4◦ of
their true direction. Requiring events to be reconstructed within their 68% containment radius lowers the effective
area and photon/hadron discrimination cuts lowers it further. With a requirement that events be reconstructed on
the detector, the effective area flattens at roughly half the physical area of the instrument.

Additionally, the principal systematic error (the modeling of late light) is conservatively estimated here and is being
studied using the calibration system. It is likely that the effects of late light will be better modeled in the future.

Finally, the threshold for this analysis is established by including only events where more than 6.7% of the PMTs
detect light. The typical number of live, calibrated PMTs is ∼1000, corresponding to a threshold of ∼70 PMTs.
Events with 20–30 PMTs could be reconstructed if the noise could be confidently identified. A relatively high event
size threshold is used in this analysis to reduce its dependence on the modeling of noise hits. Planned improvements
in the modeling should lower the energy threshold of the spectrum analysis in future studies.

The HAWC instrument is performing well with survey sensitivity exceeding current-generation instruments above
10 TeV, sensitivity which HAWC maintains across much of its field-of-view. The all-sky survey conducted by HAWC
probes unique flux space and reveals the highest-energy photon sources in the northern sky. Understanding the Crab
gives confidence in the survey results.

We acknowledge the support from: the US National Science Foundation (NSF); the US Department of Energy
Office of High-Energy Physics; the Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program of Los Alamos
National Laboratory; Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa (CONACyT), México (grants 271051, 232656, 260378,
179588, 239762, 254964, 271737, 258865, 243290, 132197), Laboratorio Nacional HAWC de rayos gamma; L’OREAL
Fellowship for Women in Science 2014; Red HAWC, México; DGAPA-UNAM (grants IG100317, IN111315, IN111716-
3, IA102715, 109916, IA102917); VIEP-BUAP; PIFI 2012, 2013, PROFOCIE 2014, 2015; the University of Wisconsin
Alumni Research Foundation; the Institute of Geophysics, Planetary Physics, and Signatures at Los Alamos National
Laboratory; Polish Science Centre grant DEC-2014/13/B/ST9/945; Coordinación de la Investigación Cient́ıfica de la
Universidad Michoacana. Thanks to Luciano Dı́az and Eduardo Murrieta for technical support.
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verification step. The angular resolution is weakly dependent on the assumed spectral index and the impact on the
analysis is desribed later in Section .

Figure 10: The figure shows the measured angular resolution, the angular bin required to contain 68% of the photons
from the Crab, as a function of the event size, B. The measurements are compared to simulation. The measured and
predicted angular resolutions are close enough that that using the simulated angular resolution for measuring spectra
is a sub-dominant systematic error.

3.4. Cut Selection and Gamma-Ray Efficiency

The two parameters described in Section 2.6, the compactness, C, and PINCness, P, are used to remove hadrons
and keep gamma rays. Events are removed using simple cuts on these variables and the cuts depend on the size bin,
B, of the event. The cuts are chosen to maximize the statistical significance with which the Crab is detected in the
first 337 days of the 507-day dataset. Concerns of using the data itself for optimizing the cuts are minimal with a
source as significant as the Crab.

Table 2 shows the cuts chosen for each B bin. The rates of events across the entire sky going into the 9 bins, after
hadron rejection cuts, vary dramatically, from ∼500 Hz for B=1 to ∼0.05 Hz for B=9. Figure 11 shows the predicted
efficiency for gamma rays (from simulation) along with the measured efficiency for hadronic background under these
cuts. The efficiency of photons is universally greater than 30% while keeping, at best, only 2 in 103 hadrons. The
efficacy of the cuts is a strong function of the event size, primarily because larger cosmic-ray events produce many
more muons than gamma-ray events of a similar size.

The limiting rejection at high energies is better than predicted in the sensitivity design study (Abeysekara et al.
2013). The original study was conservative in estimating the rejection power that HAWC would ultimately achieve.
With more than a year of data, we now know the hadron rejection of the cuts and can accurately compute the
background efficiency.

4. SPECTRAL FIT

Knowing the angular resolution and the background in each B, the energy spectrum of the Crab Nebula may be
inferred from the measured data. Section 4.1 describes the likelihood fit to the data. Section 4.2 describes the resulting
measurement, and Section 4.3 describes the systematic errors to which this measurement is subject.

HAWC Collaboration+17 



Crab Nebula above 56 TeV

Pointlike  Search : 
Crab Nebula (>56TeV) 



The Crab Nebula 
l  Crab Nebula detected with high significance ~100σ. 

l  It was used to test our angular resolution and g/h cuts. 

l  The AR (68% containment) is 0.25° for events with 
more that hit more than 50% PMTs hit. 

l  Signal to background ratio ~10:1 for large events 
(>75% PMTs hit) while keeping >60% of the gamma-
ray events. 

γ rays 



understanding larger area



HAWC Multi-Messenger: IceCube 

HAWC’s Strengths for IceCube Followup 
•  Wide FOV: Search for cascade coincidences. 
•  Continuous observation. 
•  Can search archival data. 
•  HAWC Sensitive up to 100 TeV 

IceCube Collab. Science, 2013; PRL, 2014; Phy.s Rev. D, 2015 

l  Some interpretations. Sources may: 
-  Be more than expected, weaker flux. 
-  Be opaque to gamma- and cosmic-

rays. 
-  Have high redshift. 
-  Be transient. 

No coincident 
detection 

Neutrino / Photon Connection: Pions 
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Increase photodetection efficiency 
for lower energies 

Winston Cones 
Large Area Photodetectors 
Liquid Scintillator 

Larger Area Array 

Sensitivity proportional to Area, 
NOT sqrt(Area) due to 
background rejection 

Beyond HAWC: Increase Sensitivity

Energy of Secondary Particles in Air 
Shower at Ground Level (MeV) 
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HAWC Single  
photoelectron threshold 

Muons have broad lateral distribution 


